Besides its public open-source repositories, GitHub also sells private repos which can only be accessed by collaborators, and it sells on-premise instances of its software for businesses. However, we will focus exclusively on public repos, because these are the repos for which we have data, and more importantly, they are the repos for which GitHub's social networking features are relevant.
Like many online networks, GitHub is popular with young people, but it has some unique features. We do not have detailed demographic information for most of the users in our main dataset, but a recent survey of GitHub users can tell us about the types of individuals who currently use GitHub, which is likely similar to the users in our data [1] . The survey results suggest that the overwhelming majority of GitHub users are men, with 90.95% of survey respondents identifying as male and only 3.36% identifying as female. This is similar to the collaborative content creation sites Wikipedia and StackOverflow. GitHub users are young, with over 63.45% of respondents being under 34 years old. They are also well-educated, with 65.7% of respondents having at least a bachelor's degree. Results from [2] , which were collected in 2011-2012, show that while GitHub users are located all over the world, the majority of users are in North America or Western Europe, with the U.S.A. having the largest fraction at 30.14%. Aside from gender, the demographics of GitHub users are similar to those found in other online networks targeting young people. GitHub is also a very prominent technology company, used by companies including Google, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft (and many others) to house their open-source software projects and to reach out to the developer community. As of early June, 2018, Github had over 27 million active users ( [3] ), and according to the website traffic monitor Alexa, it is the 60th most popular website on earth.
The content creation patterns on GitHub are broadly similar to what has been observed in other online social networks. The so-called "90-9-1" rule is a commonly observed pattern of online user-generated content distributions, in which 90% of users do not contribute anything, 9% of users occasionally create content and 1% of users drive a large amount of the activity [4] . In our data we cannot see the users who do not contribute anything, but we can see that a small fraction of very active users create a large fraction of the content. For instance, when we look at the 1,763,923 unique users in our data who created at least one repo, 46.31% of the repos are created by the top 10% of the users. For the 785,584 users who starred at least one repo, the top 10% of users were responsible for 73.5% of the stars. The remaining behaviors in we analyze in this paper fall in between these two extremes. Compare these results to other platforms such as Wikipedia, in which the top 2.5% of users contribute 80% of the content [5] , and Twitter, in which the top 10% of users write 90% of the Tweets [6] . If anything, the distribution of behaviors is less skewed on GitHub than on these other platforms.
However, there are important differences between GitHub and more typical online social networks primarily about interaction, such as Twitter. Many GitHub users do not even participate in the social network at all; for instance, of the GitHub users in our data who created at least one repo, only 31.54% are involved in the social network at all. For users in the social network graph, their average degree of 3.65 is much lower than on Twitter [2] . Also, only 9.6% of the pairs of connected users in our social network have a reciprocal relation between them, while the rest are one-sided. This is again much lower than the rate on Twitter of 22% [2] . These numbers support the idea that the social network is less central to the purpose of GitHub than it is for Twitter, and that following users on GitHub can be more costly in the sense that following many other developers on GitHub results in receiving many notifications from them, which can be distracting. Even though the social network is less central to GitHub's purpose, it still is large and plays significant role in connecting the most active users; the 860,071 users involved in the social network generate the majority of creates, forks, stars and pushes in our data.
A2: Maximum posterior weighted-likelihood based on the WRMF model
We will infer estimates of preferences based on the statistical model used by the popular collaborative filtering algorithm referred to as WRMF ( [7] ). The model is static and there is no social network. Let m t denote the number of items on the platform by the end of period t, and let n t denote the number of agents who belong to the platform by the end of period t. The adoption matrix Y t = {Y u,i,t } at the end of period t is the n t × m t matrix with a 1 in its (u, i)-th position if agent u has adopted item i by the end of period t, and zero otherwise. We assume that at the end of period t, each agent u has linear preferences over characteristics of items, represented by (N -dimensional vector) W u,t , and that each item has characteristics represented by (N -dimensional vector) V i,t . Hence, the utility for agent u from adopting item
WRMF is estimated at the end of period t by using only the adoption matrix; the algorithm assumes that the adoption of item i by agent u by the end of period t is based on the following equation:
Note that WRMF assumes that agents have a negative preference towards any items which they have not adopted, but we can choose how confident we are in that assumption through the use of confidence weights. Let C u,i,t denote the (integer) confidence weight for agent u and item i. WRMF assumes that the confidence weights take the following form:
We incorporate the confidence weights by letting each observation serve as C u,i,t independent observations. By assuming that all of the observations are independent, we can derive the weighted likelihood of our observations Y t , given the parameters W t , V t :
g is the probability density function for a normal distribution. Note that the data is binary but the distribution of our unobservable is normal; there are other versions of collaborative filtering that use a logistic function to model the binary outcomes. WRMF assumes zero-mean spherical Gaussian priors for the preference and characteristic vectors:
We take the log of the posterior weighted likelihood and replace constant terms with λ to get the following:
(A9) We learn W t , V t to maximize the posterior weighted likelihood.
A3 Appendix: WRMF estimation by alternating least squares
Solving the log-likelihood equation for WRMF (Section 6.2) for a global maximum is not feasible with large datasets. Instead, the values of W t , V t can be found by alternating least squares, because when we fix either W t or V t the equation becomes quadratic and so its maximum can be easily computed. To do alternating least squares, begin by randomly guessing values for W t , and then solve for the V t that maximizes the log-likelihood. Then, fix the values of V t at what was just found, and solve for the W t that maximizes the log-likelihood. Repeat this process a pre-specified number of times, which we will denote by A. α, λ, N and A are all different hyper-parameters which must be set before we can do alternating least squares.
The models in this paper were estimated using the implementation of alternating least squares available in the repo benfred/implicit on GitHub ( [8] ).
A4: Details of hyper-parameter setting
The statistic we compute to set the hyper-parameters is known as the Discounted Cumulative Gain, or DCG ( [9] ). Let Rank(u, i) denote the predicted ranking of an item adopted in the test set. We compute the following:
The reason we favor this statistic is because it places more emphasis on getting rankings near the top correct. We drop any observations in the test set with a predicted ranking greater than 100. The objective in selecting hyper-parameters is to maximize the value of this statistic. Preliminary tests revealed that a greater number of factors tends to lead to a higher value of the statistic. Hence, to reduce the number of hyper-parameters over which we need to search, we fixed the number of latent factors at the largest value we tried, N = 100. We also fixed the number of alternations at A = 15. We then tested random values of the hyper-parameters α, λ. Each value was drawn from a uniform distribution over the set of integers {1, ..., 1000}. We tested 120 pairs of values. In the end, we use the values α = 95, λ = 864, which results in DCG = 0.468
A5: Incorporating exposure into WRMF
We include a robustness check in which we modify WRMF to incorporate past exposure. For learning preferences in period t, define the exposure indicator E u,i,t as a variable which is equal to 1 if agent u would have been treated in the past on item i, according to our definition of treatment (Section 2.1), and if the treatment expired by the end of period t. In other words, we have the following:
We generalize C u,i,t to be the following:
We can now adjust the confidence in the case where an agent has not adopted a given item, but was treated on the item sufficiently long in the past. We use a value of α 1 > 0, so that if agent u's leaders adopted the item, then we are more confident that a negative preference revealed by agent u for item i (Y u,i,t = 0) is measured correctly. We also assume that α 1 <= α 2 , since we don't know for certain if an agent was exposed to an item whenever the revealed preference is negative.
A6: Pigeonhole bootstrap
We include as a robustness check an alternative bootstrap technique, known as the Pigeonhole bootstrap, which accounts for two-way random effects ( [10] , [11] ). We do bootstrap re-sampling on the matched pairs, as before. However, for each of 100 bootstrap replicates, we re-weight observations according to the following procedure. For a particular replicate, each agent is assigned the outcome of a Bernoulli(p = 0.5) draw, and each item is also assigned the outcome of a Bernoulli(p = 0.5). Each observation is then assigned the product of the draws for the agent and item of that observation as its weight. Hence, an agent-item pair appears in a bootstrap replicate if and only if both the agent and the item are in the replicate.
Note that [12] show that matching estimators do not satisfy the required smoothness conditions for consistency of the bootstrap. However, the Pigeonhole bootstrap is known to produce confidence intervals that are too large in a setting with two-way (agent, item) random effects ( [10] , [11] ), and in our robustness checks we show that our main result is still significant even with the Pigeonhole bootstrap. Fig 1. The fraction of stars each period (beginning in period -9) of repos from various programming languages. Missing means that the language field is empty, and Other means that the language is some other language besides the ones listed. 
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